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SUMMARY

Task parallelism is an attractive approach to automatically load balance the computation in a parallel system
and adapt to dynamism exhibited by parallel systems. Exploiting task parallelism through work stealing has
been extensively studied in shared and distributed-memory contexts. In this paper, we study the design of
a system that uses work stealing for dynamic load balancing of task-parallel programs executed on hybrid
distributed-memory CPU-graphics processing unit (GPU) systems in a global-address space framework. We
take into account the unique nature of the accelerator model employed by GPUs, the significant performance
difference between GPU and CPU execution as a function of problem size, and the distinct CPU and GPU
memory domains. We consider various alternatives in designing a distributed work stealing algorithm for
CPU-GPU systems, while taking into account the impact of task distribution and data movement overheads.
These strategies are evaluated using microbenchmarks that capture various execution configurations as well
as the state-of-the-art CCSD(T) application module from the computational chemistry domain. Copyright ©
2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computer systems, from desktops to high-end supercomputers, are being constructed from an
increasing number of processor cores. As semiconductor feature sizes decrease, power limits [1] and
resilience [2] are becoming primary concerns for efficiently exploiting the available hardware
resources. In addition, system noise [3] will play an increasingly important role as hardware paral-
lelism grows. These factors result in dynamic variation in the hardware resources and functionality
available at any given point in time. Static partitioning of work to utilize such a dynamic system is
expected to be infeasible.

Task parallelism therefore is increasingly being considered as a solution to this problem. The
work to be performed is divided into finer-grained units, referred to as tasks. While several abstrac-
tions for task parallelism have been considered, we focus on task collections scheduled by using
work stealing. The programmer specifies the concurrency and dependences inherent in the program.
This specification is then dynamically mapped onto the processor cores, dynamically reacting to
system changes.

Work stealing has been extensively studied on shared-memory and distributed-memory systems.
In this paper, we explore the design space in constructing a framework for work stealing task-parallel
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collections on heterogeneous CPU-graphics processing unit (GPU) systems. To address the key
challenges in utilizing accelerator systems, we introduce Scioto-ACC. The Scioto-ACC frame-
work provides the programmer with a highly productive, task-parallel programming interface where
sections of the computation are executed during task-parallel phases. A global address space is used
to store data operated on by tasks, enabling processing of big datasets and permitting the runtime
system to automatically balance the workload across nodes. Scioto-ACC automatically dispatches
tasks to CPU cores and GPU accelerators based on resource availability and suitability of the com-
putation to the given compute device. Scioto-ACC uses an extended accelerator-aware work-stealing
algorithm to perform scalable, receiver-initiated, dynamic load balancing.

Graphics processing units (GPUs) have traditionally been treated as accelerators, with one CPU
(process or thread) on each compute node driving the associated GPU. We observe that such an
approach does not lead to the most efficient execution. We consider various alternatives to a scal-
able distributed-memory work stealing that are better suited to CPU-GPU hybrid systems. We also
evaluate various strategies for distributing tasks among the compute nodes in order to better exploit
data locality. Managing data movement between the disjoint CPU and GPU memory domains is
as important as scheduling computation on hybrid systems. Our work-stealing strategies consider
pipelining of communication from the global address space to the GPU memory as an integral part
of scheduling.

The various design choices are evaluated by using a microbenchmark that can be tuned to
comprise different numbers of CPU-favorable and GPU-favorable tasks. The schemes are also
evaluated by using a coupled cluster module in NWChem, called CCSD(T), an application nat-
urally structured to exploit task parallelism. We observe that the work-stealing design employed
for CPU-only systems performs poorly as compared to the alternatives that take heterogeneity
into account.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss and provide background information on the context of this work and
discuss prior relevant related work.

Global Address Space Programming Models. Global address space programming models [4–7]
allow the construction of global data structures across the memory domains of a distributed system,
while allowing individual processes (or threads) to access arbitrary portions of the data structure
independently. This provides an attractive substrate to support task parallelism on distributed-
memory systems where each task can be executed by any process with its inputs and outputs located
in the global address space [8]. For example, UPC [9, 10] and Global Arrays (GA) [11] have been
extended to support task parallelism. Compiler-based task parallelism and hybrid computation were
studied in [12].

Global Arrays. We demonstrate our framework using GA. GA [13, 14] is a Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS) library that provides support for globally addressable multidimensional
arrays on distributed-memory platforms. It is a portable library available on most computing
platforms and is employed in several applications, including NWChem [15], MOLPRO [16],
and ScalaBLAST [17]. Using GA, data buffers allocated on distinct processes are viewed as a
multidimensional array, with interfaces for any process to asynchronously access an arbitrary mul-
tidimensional sub-patch of the array. GA also exposes locality information and direct access to the
underlying data buffers to enable further optimizations.

Global Arrays (GA) provides one-sided put, get, and accumulate operations. One-sided put oper-
ations copy data from the local buffer to the global array sections; get operations copy data from
global array section to a local buffer; and accumulate operations reduce data from a local buffer into
a section of the global array.

Work Stealing and CPU-GPU Co-scheduling. Work stealing has been extensively studied as a
means for balancing the workload across nodes, as well as within CPU and GPU nodes [18–22].

Ravi et al. [23] addressed the effective partitioning and scheduling of generalized reductions
across the cores of a multicore CPU and attached GPU. The Habanero project has investigated
mapping of the X10 async-finish task execution model to GPU accelerators [24]. Compiler-based
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solutions have also been developed to address task parallelism in distributed-memory systems
[25–28]. Global load balancing was studied in [29] in the context of the high productivity language,
X10. This work addresses load balancing for irregular problems, as well as communication opti-
mization and termination detection. While there are similarities in the approach to task parallelism,
our work is performed in the context of the GA PGAS programming model.

CUDASA [30] extends the CUDA [31] programming system to clusters of GPUs. Virtual
OpenCL [32] provides a layer of virtualization between OpenCL applications and GPUs, enabling
transparent mapping of virtual GPUs to clusters of CPU and GPU hardware, as well as enabling
dynamic load balancing through virtual GPU migration. OmpSs [33] is a variation of the OpenMP
extended to support asynchronous task parallelism in a heterogeneous cluster. StarPU [34] provides
a unified programming interface and runtime system for heterogeneous systems. Other approaches
include static and dynamic assignment of tasks and functions to CPUs and GPUs based on data
placement [35, 36] support for task graph scheduling [37–39], reductions [23, 40, 41], and schedul-
ing of processing resources across kernels [42]. These approaches did not consider the scheduling
of task-parallel programs using work stealing on hybrid CPU-GPU systems.

Scalable Collections of Task Objects. Scalable collections of task objects (Scioto) [8, 11] defines
a task-parallel execution model in which tasks operate on data in a globally accessible data store.
In this work, we extend Scioto to provide support for both CPU and accelerator execution of tasks.
In the Scioto model, the user generates task objects into a task collection, which is shared across a
group of processes; tasks in the collection are executed in task-parallel phases. Scioto task objects
contain a portable reference to a task execution function that is available on all processes participat-
ing in the task collection, as well as user-supplied task arguments that can reference locations in the
global data store. Because Scioto tasks operate on globally available data, they can be executed at
any location, enabling the runtime system to perform automatic scheduling and load balancing to
optimize communication involved in task execution.

Scioto utilizes the GA PGAS model and builds a scalable runtime system built on top of ARMCI’s
one-sided communication model [43]. This runtime system creates shared task queues, which are
split to allow lock-free local access to a reserved segment of the queue and remote, one-sided access
to a shared segment of the queue. Load balancing is performed by using work stealing, where
processes with no work lock the shared queue segment at a randomly selected victim and transfer a
portion of the victim’s work to the thief’s queue.

3. FRAMEWORK DESIGN

In this section, we describe the Scioto-ACC framework and the various design choices considered
in dynamic load-balancing task-parallel collections on heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems.

Figure 1 illustrates the distributed-memory system of interest in this work: a CPU-GPU cluster
connected by a high-performance interconnection network. The total available memory on each
node is partitioned into CPU memory, which is efficiently accessible to the multicore CPUs, and
GPU memory, which is on the same end of the PCI express bus as the GPUs. Data is distributed
across the nodes of the cluster by using GA, aggregating the distributed CPU memories of the
compute nodes. Communication between different nodes is handled by GA one-sided communi-
cation routines. Each CPU can communicate with its GPU through the PCI express bus by using
synchronous and asynchronous CUDA API calls.

3.1. Design overview

The Scioto task-parallel library maintains a local queue of tasks with each process. If all tasks in
the local queue of a process have been processed, tasks from other process queues are sought by
using work stealing. In this paper, we extend this model for heterogeneous systems. The extended
system enables transparent execution of tasks by using the cores of the hosts as well as the GPUs in
a cluster. The programmer needs to specify only the tasks using the interface provided. The library
handles the load balancing and scheduling across nodes as well as between CPU cores and GPUs.
The task API (details provided later in this section) is similar to that of the previously developed
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Figure 1. Conceptual architecture of the hybrid CPU-graphics processing unit system.

Figure 2. Scioto-ACC framework for scheduling tasks across CPUs and graphics processing units (GPUs).
Solid arrows denote pipelined data transfer operations. Dashed arrows denote task-scheduling actions.

Dotted arrows represent efficient (load-store) access to local data during task execution.

Scioto system, except that the API specifies the GPU kernels to execute tasks and a user function to
provide information to the system about the estimated ratio of execution time of a task instance on
the GPU versus CPU.

Figure 2 depicts the structure and flow within each node in the Scioto-ACC system. Each compute
node contains a scheduler that manages the execution of tasks as well as remote memory operations.
The scheduler orchestrates the asynchronous fetching of input data for tasks from remote nodes,
execution of tasks on CPU thread teams and attached GPU, and transmission of output results of
tasks to remote nodes. The processing elements are organized into CPU thread teams and the GPUs.
The scheduler dispatches the tasks to the thread teams and the GPUs, taking care of any associated
communication. The scheduler is also responsible for stealing work from other compute nodes to
maximize processor utilization. In the figure, PGAS memory is shown in red. Each process can read
and write from the global address space. Buffers employed in managing data transfer are allocated
in the CPU and GPU memories. Each member of the thread team can be multithreaded or single
threaded based on the application.

The execution of each task is divided into three parts: fetching the input data, executing the tasks,
and updating the output data. The scheduler in each node takes a chunk of tasks from its queue
and issues the input operations for those tasks. This data transfer is done asynchronously with a
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nonblocking data transfer, using pinned memory. When the data transfer for all operands to a task
completes, the task is scheduled for execution either on a CPU thread team or on a GPU. If a task is
to be executed on a GPU, additional steps are taken to transfer the data to the GPU memory. When
a task completes, the scheduler issues an update operation to reflect the changes to the data in the
global array using nonblocking operations.

The scheduler thus enables the overlap of computation on the CPU cores and GPUs with
data transfer across cluster nodes as well as between CPU memory and GPU memory within
the nodes.

3.2. Task interface

The Scioto-ACC interface consists of the following parts:

� Input and output: Task inputs and outputs are specified in terms of global array handles and
index ranges that correspond to portions of data in the global arrays.
� Task descriptor: Function descriptors for each type of processing element – CPU and GPU.

The typical approach to using the Scioto-ACC framework is illustrated by Algorithm 1.

The work to be performed is specified in terms of tasks. Tasks are inserted into the runtime system
by using the provided interface and are processed by invoking the processTasks function. When this
function returns, all tasks have been processed, and the results are reflected in the GA specified as
outputs in the tasks.

Figure 3 shows sample C source code to illustrate the interface provided by the library. Here, the
user provides four functions that define the behavior of a task. The task_in and task_out functions
read and write a task’s inputs and output to and from the global address space. The task_cpu_fcn and
task_gpu_fcn can be used to execute the task on the CPU or GPU, respectively. The task_exec_est
function provides a performance model for the given task that can be used to determine whether it
should be executed on the CPU or the GPU. MPI and GA are first initialized in the main method.
The task’s functions are registered by using tc_register. A Scioto task collection is created by using
the tc_create function, and tasks are then inserted in the collection by using tc_add. The collective
function tc_process causes execution of the tasks in the task collection. Finally, tc_finalize is invoked
to clean up memory.

Figure 4 provides an overview of the pipelined task scheduler’s operation. The job of this
algorithm is to retrieve CPU and GPU tasks as needed, and direct their execution through the
data movement and execution stages, shown in Figure 6. The outer loop checks for global ter-
mination, which can only be achieved when MarkCompleted has been called for every task in
the system. Within this loop, the scheduler issues new tasks when execution slots are available
and attempts to move in-flight tasks that have completed a particular stage of execution into the
next stage.

In the first step, the scheduler checks if CPU or GPU task execution slots are available. If they
are, the scheduler retrieves the corresponding task type and initiates its execution; the task is tagged
with the type of execution selected by the scheduler, which will later be used to guide it through
the appropriate execution stages. When retrieving a task, if none are available locally, the scheduler
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Figure 3. Illustration of task-parallel execution using the Scioto-ACC framework.

will perform a non-blocking steal attempt to acquire more work. If work is found, a task will be
returned. If not, execution proceeds and stealing will be attempted again on the next iteration.

In our model, all tasks read inputs from and write outputs to global arrays; additional task
metadata could be added to allow for tasks that perform a subset of these actions. Non-blocking
communication is performed to overlap data movement with execution and enable pipelined
parallelism. GA provides only a blocking GA_NbWait operation for completing asynchronous
communication. Thus, to avoid blocking on all tasks performing GA communication, we select the
oldest task, from the head of the corresponding pipeline state queue and wait for its communication
to complete.

Data movement between the CPU and GPU memories is performed using asynchronous,
non-blocking copy operations. When advancing tasks through these stages, we test for the com-
pletion of each operation and advance those that have completed. Next, tasks are launched for
execution. For GPU tasks, we dispatch the user’s kernel to the GPU device. For CPU tasks, we
dispatch it to a thread waiting to execute the given operation. Oversubscription of the node can
be avoided in this stage by queueing tasks when cores are unavailable and launching new tasks as
others complete.

Once tasks have finished execution, results are copied back to CPU memory if needed and then
are published to the global array. If the local process has become idle, it participates in termination
detection. If the computation has not quiesced, the scheduler resumes activity and attempts to
acquire tasks through work stealing.

We now discuss each of the part of the system and its implementation in our framework.

3.3. Work stealing and task scheduling

The scheduler on each machine takes the task from the queue and runs it on the CPU and GPU
based on their position on the queue. If the CPU is idle, the scheduler dequeues chunk of tasks
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Figure 4. Pipelined task-scheduling algorithm pseudocode.

from the front of the queue and pushes them into the CPU pipeline. If, on the other hand, the GPU
pipeline is empty, the scheduler takes tasks from the back of the queue and pushes them into the
pipeline of GPU. When the queue is empty, the scheduler will perform work stealing in order to
get free tasks available for execution. This work stealing is performed by using remote direct
memory access from the distributed-memory system. A CPU-only distributed system differs
significantly from a heterogeneous system. Scioto can use different algorithms when stealing
work from victim processes. We show that different work-stealing approaches are beneficial
when using hybrid systems, compared with the direct extension of the systems developed for
homogeneous clusters.

Our baseline design is shown in Figure 5. In this design, the queue is sorted according to the
performance model values generated by task_exec_est. Here, the front of the queue contains the
tasks that take less time on the CPU than on the GPU. On the other hand, the end of the queue has
GPU-friendly tasks. When the task queue is empty, a process selects another process at random as a
victim, where also a similar queue is maintained.

When all available tasks are completed, the runtime system goes into a collective termination
detection phase to determine if no tasks exist anywhere in the system. If this is confirmed, the
program terminates.

To better support hybrid CPU-GPU systems, we consider the following task queue configurations
and work stealing choices.

Single-queue, single-ended steal. The original CPU-only Scioto programming model uses a
single-queue and single-ended steal. The tasks are inserted in the queue before the beginning of the
execution. They can also be created dynamically and then inserted at one end of the queue. After
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Figure 5. Double-ended queue organized as tasks suited for CPU and graphics processing unit (GPU)
execution.

creating all tasks, the user calls a function gtc_process, which starts the execution of tasks from the
queue. When the queue is empty, the Scioto library steals tasks from a remote or local process. This
stealing operation takes tasks from the other end of the queue. As soon as the library is finished
running the tasks, it goes to termination detection, and the program terminates.

Double-queue, single-ended steal. In this scheme, we discriminate between tasks. That is, each
task can run on either the CPU or GPU. Running time for each task varies based on the selection
of hardware. For this reason, a natural extension of the previous work is to include another queue
for GPU tasks. The user will add tasks to a queue as desired. If the running time of a task is faster,
the task is added to the GPU queue; if the time is slower, the task is added to the CPU queue. The
stealing operation is similar to that in the Scioto programming model.

Single-queue, double-ended steal. The double-queue strategy can result in higher overheads, espe-
cially when the tasks are not properly load balanced initially. The number of steal operations has
increased because of maintaining two different queues. In the next work-stealing strategy we stud-
ied, therefore, a single queue is used, but the stealing operation now steals from both ends of the
queue. At the beginning of the task-parallel phase, the user gives some information about the CPU
and GPU running time for each task. Based on the ratio of CPU time and GPU time, the library sorts
the tasks in its local queue. In this approach, the CPU tasks reside at the beginning of the queue, and
GPU tasks are placed at the end of queue; tasks that are suitable for both CPU and GPU stay in the
middle. The library dequeues the tasks from the front of the queue and schedules them to run on a
CPU; it also takes tasks from the other end of the queue and executes them on the GPU. In this way,
if the tasks are load balanced, the tasks are executed where they achieve better performance. Oper-
ation is completed, we have both CPU-friendly and GPU-friendly jobs in the queue. This approach
also helps reduce the number of steals in the system.

Single-queue, CPU/GPU-ended steal. The previous scheme involves stealing work from other
processes when that process has finished executing all tasks in its local queue. However, such a
scheme can enforce some tasks to run on the GPU when it is better to run them on the CPU and
vice versa. For this reason, in this model, we explore different techniques based on the ratio of CPU
time and GPU time for each task. While running tasks from the CPU end of the queue, the ratio
can change to more than one, indicating that the queue no longer has any CPU-friendly tasks and
hence that it would not be beneficial to run the tasks on CPU. The same situation can happen in the
context of GPU tasks. The single-queue, single-ended steal algorithm is developed to handle this
situation. Here, the library steals immediately when it runs out of any type of tasks. We explored
three scenarios where the library steals CPU tasks, steals GPU tasks, and steals both tasks. From
our experiment, stealing GPU tasks was observed to be the most beneficial.
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3.4. Data management

Scioto-ACC enables transparent execution of task-parallel computations using both CPU cores and
GPUs in a cluster, using a global address space. Tasks are specific jobs that can be run either on the
CPU or the GPU. Data movement occurs in three layers: global address space, host memory, and
device memory. Initially, the input data for one task can be distributed in the global address space.
Data is moved to the host memory for the execution of the task. If the scheduler decides that the
task is to be executed on the host, then the function provided by the user for that task is executed.
After the task has finished executing, the output is used to update a specified memory location in the
global address space. This is a one-sided operation that can also be pipelined. The data transfer is
transparently handled by the Scioto-ACC system using nonblocking pipelined transfer. Therefore,
more than one task can be concurrently active.

In order to execute a task on a GPU, the input data must be transferred to the global memory
of GPU; after the task is finished, the output data should be copied back to host memory. Scioto-
ACC handles this process automatically by using pipelining. The input data is first brought from
the global address space to local host memory and transferred to the global memory of GPU; the
kernel then is launched for execution on the GPU. This data transfer is also handled automatically
by Scioto-ACC in a pipelined manner. After the task completes, the output data is transferred from
the device memory to host memory, and the global address space is updated. This is also a one-sided
communication and can be pipelined.

Figure 6 shows different pipeline buffers required in the system. Host pipeline buffers are required
in order to transfer data to and from global address space. Again, device pipeline buffers are required
in order to transfer data between host and device. In this section, we discuss buffer management
both for host and device.

Buffer management. Pipelining for the global address space is implemented by using the non-
blocking calls of GA. It is essential to use nonblocking calls to ensure pipelining in our system.
Scioto-ACC has multiple levels of buffers that can help hide the communication cost.

Global Arrays (GA) provide nonblocking get and nonblocking put functions, which can be used
to perform one-sided operations. We use GA_NbGet, GA_NbPut, and GA_NbAcc for nonblocking
operations. Each takes the index of the GA as input and performs the respective operations.

Data must be transferred to the device if the task scheduler decides to run the data on the GPU.
The same buffering mechanism for PGAS is also useful for the GPU. The pipelining mechanism
for the GPU is discussed below. However, one important issue to consider is the amount of memory.
In some cases, memory requirement is high for the CCSD(T) application (discussed later). Increas-
ing the pipeline levels without taking memory limitation into consideration can quickly fill the
GPU memory.

GPU pipelining. CUDA provides asynchronous operations for overlapping communication and
computation. cudaMemcpy is used to transfer data between host and device in a blocking fashion.
When this function returns to the host process, the transfer of the data is already finished. CUDA also
provides a nonblocking version of memory copy called cudaMemcpyAsync. This function returns
immediately to the host process. However, the asynchronous copy on the GPU needs the local buffer
as pinned memory. Pinned or page-locked memory can be obtained by using the runtime function
cudaHostAlloc. Pinned memory can give much higher bandwidth than the memory allocated by
malloc, which returns pageable memory. Too much page-locked memory, however, can degrade the
performance of the overall system. For this reason, it should be carefully used. Typically, it should
be used for data transfer between host and device. CUDA also provides another function, called

Figure 6. Pipelining between global address space, CPU, and graphics processing unit (GPU) memory
domains; host pipeline buffers are shown as solid lines, and GPU pipeline buffers are shown as dashed lines.
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cudaHostRegister, that can page-lock previously allocated memory by using another library. The
memory will behave similar to a memory returned by cudaHostAlloc. Nonblocking data transfer
operations can be performed with a registered memory. This is important for those systems where
CPUs and GPUs are used for computation and where data transfer is required between the host
and device. Our library can allocate pinned memory and use it for global address space and GPU
programming environments for efficient asynchronous operations.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We next discuss the experimental evaluation of the effectiveness of the Scioto-ACC system. We
report on results on a GPU cluster for both a parameterized microbenchmark and a state-of-the-art
computational chemistry method for ab initio modeling of properties of materials.

4.1. Experimental setup

The Scioto-ACC framework was experimentally evaluated on a GPU cluster with 32 16-core nodes,
each consisting of an Intel Xeon CPU E5520 (2.27 GHz) with 48 GB of memory per node and an
NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU. The system is interconnected by using InfiniBand. MVAPICH2 was
used for MPI, and all programs were compiled by using the Intel Compiler version 12 [44] and
CUDA 5.0.

A benchmark derived from a compute-intensive quantum chemistry application, perturbative
triples correction in the coupled cluster singles and doubles method (CCSD(T)) [45], was used
to evaluate the effectiveness of the Scioto-ACC framework. CCSD(T) represents one of the most
accurate computational methods for ab initio modeling of the electronic properties of materials
and is implemented in most modern quantum chemistry software suites, such as NWChem, ACES,
MOLPRO, Gaussian, and QCHEM. We used a recently developed version of the Tensor Contrac-
tion Engine [46] to generate the set of tasks for the CCSD(T) computation. Starting from an abstract
high-level description of the computation as a collection of mathematical tensor expressions, the
Tensor Contraction Engine automatically synthesizes concrete parallel code for the computation, in
the form of a set of tasks and the intertask dependencies. The total work is structured as a sequence
of steps, with a large number of independent tasks in each step and barrier synchronization between
the steps.

The most compute-intensive kernel at the core of all coupled cluster codes is a tensor contrac-
tion, essentially a generalized multidimensional matrix product. Tensor contractions are typically
implemented by a layout permutation, if needed, followed by invocation of DGEMM implemented
in highly optimized vendor libraries. Because matrix–matrix multiplication constitutes the core
computation, we first discuss the performance of matrix multiplication on a GPU compared with its
execution on the cores of the host CPU.

4.2. Matrix multiplication

Coupled cluster methods use matrix multiplication extensively—it represents the computationally
dominant component of the calculation. Figure 7 shows the time for matrix–matrix multiplication
on the CPU versus GPU, as a function of matrix size, The blue line shows the time for DGEMM
operations with the Intel Math Kernel Library, using four threads. The red curve shows the DGEMM
kernel execution time on the GPU. For matrix sizes less than 800, it is faster to perform the multipli-
cation on CPU cores, whereas execution on the GPU is faster for larger matrices. For small matrices,
the data transfer time between CPU and GPU dominates the computation time on the GPU. On the
other hand, for large matrices, the computation time is much larger than data movement time, and
the higher computational rate on the GPU makes it faster even after accounting for the CPU-GPU
data transfer time.

This data shows that execution of different matrix-multiplication instances on different processing
elements—CPU or GPU—is necessary for optimizing performance. The Scioto-ACC library aids in
the effective use of the CPU cores and GPUs by identifying the tasks better suited to each.
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Figure 7. Comparison of execution times for matrix multiplication time on NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU and
MKL four-thread parallel execution on Intel Xeon CPU.

Figure 8. Comparison of different work-stealing algorithms using varied tasks. Task Distribution Factor 1
indicates highest skewed task distribution where one process has all tasks.

Figure 8 shows experimental performance data for a microbenchmark comprising a collection of
matrix–matrix multiplication tasks of varying matrix sizes. The different work-stealing strategies
were compared for different task mixes, representing different fractions of work in GPU-favored
tasks versus CPU-favored tasks, as well as different degrees of skew in the initial task distributions
at the different nodes of the cluster. Figure 8(a) presents results for equal amounts of work (number
of arithmetic operations) across CPU-favored and GPU-favored tasks. The number of CPU tasks
are higher compared with GPU task. The reason is to keep the total number of operations within the
ratio. In this experiment, we have used 10 � 10 sized matrices for CPU tasks and 1000 � 1000 for
GPU tasks. The number of tasks are varied to match the ratio. The five sets of data correspond to
varying degrees of skew in the initial distribution of the tasks. For all cases, performance is reported
relative to CPU-only execution using the original Scioto implementation [43]. The rightmost set
of bars shows results for the case of no skew’, that is, each cluster node has the same ratio of
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GPU-favored and CPU-favored jobs. This therefore represents a perfectly balanced initial distri-
bution of tasks among all nodes, and there is little difference in performance between the four
work-stealing variants. As we move from the right to the left, the degree of skew increases.

At the left end of the graph, the skew is maximal, representing extreme imbalance, wherein all
tasks are initially on a single node and all other nodes have empty task lists. For intermediate values
of skew s, the fraction 1�s of jobs is distributed in a balanced manner among that fraction of nodes,
while the fraction s is placed in a single other node. For example, with a skew of 0.25 on the 32 node
cluster, 75% of the load is uniformly distributed over 24 nodes, while 25% of the load is initially
placed on one of the remaining 8 nodes, and 7 nodes have no initial work.

As the skew increases, there is increased work-stealing activity during execution, for both the
baseline CPU-only case and the hybrid cases. The double-queue scheme (leftmost bar, colored
red) requires work-stealing activity for both its queues, and therefore, the relative speedup over the
baseline CPU-only (original Scioto scheme) gets worse with higher skew. But for the single-queue
work-stealing schemes, performance improves relative to the CPU-only case as the skew increases.
With all of them, each node maintains a single sorted queue of tasks, with CPU-favored tasks
at one end and GPU-favored tasks at the other end. With the single-ended work-stealing scheme
(colored green, second bar from the left), work stealing is initiated by a node if it runs out of either
type of task, and tasks are stolen from the corresponding end of the victim node. The double-ended
version (rightmost bar, colored pink) does not initiate work stealing until the total number of tasks
in the local queue drops below some threshold; when work stealing happens, half the stolen tasks
come from each end of the victim’s task queue. We find that the double-ended stealing strategy
is consistently better, primarily because of the lower overheads of work stealing. Another variant
of the single-ended stealing strategy with a single queue was also evaluated (colored blue, second
bar from the right), where work stealing is initiated only when the GPU tasks in the queue fall
below a threshold. This strategy consistently produces better results than does the basic single-ended
stealing strategy. The reason is that the tasks at the GPU end are heavier, reducing the overhead of
work stealing.

The second graph 8(b) shows experimental results for a task mix with twice the work in GPU-
favored tasks as in CPU-favored tasks. Again, different skews in the initial distribution were
evaluated. The third graph 8(c) shows results for a task mix that has twice as much work in
CPU-favored tasks as GPU-favored tasks. The overall trend for these task mixes also shows that
the double-ended queue strategy (rightmost bars, colored pink) and the selective single-ended
GPU-steal strategy (colored blue, second from right) are consistently the superior schemes. In the
next subsection, we present experimental results using these two work-stealing strategies for the
CCSD(T) application.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the execution time when different degrees of pipelining are used
for different size input matrices. The x-axis is labeled .G; P /, where G indicates the pipeline levels,
or number of tasks in-flight, in the GPU and P indicates the number of pipelines in use for PGAS
data movement. The y-axis shows the execution of executing the same task 1000 times. For the first
two boxes, we have P set as *. This indicates that there is no communication overhead, and the data
is already available in local memory. This represents the best time possible for pipelining of PGAS
communication because there is no global address space communication.

The .1;�/ configuration indicates that the GPU tasks are issued sequentially and .2;�/ indicates
that two streams are used for scheduling instructions in GPU. For the 1000 � 1000 matrix, we can
observe the time as we increase the depth both in PGAS and GPU. Here, the total time for (2,2),
(2,4) and (2,6) is almost same as (2,*). This indicates that the PGAS communication cost can be
completely hidden from overlap achieved through pipelining.

The (4,8), (6,8), and (8,8) configurations also perform similarly. On the other hand, for 10 � 10
matrices, we observe a different result. This task has lower computation time than communication
time. It can be easily observed that double buffering in both the GPU and CPU cannot hide the
communication completely. After we reach level eight, the time to finish computation saturates. The
result is also similar for 100 � 100 and 500 � 500 matrix sizes. From the graphs, it is clear that a
greater degree of pipelining is needed for smaller tasks. We selected eight pipeline levels for small
tasks based on these results.
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Figure 9. Performance impact of graphics processing unit (GPU) task execution and Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS) communication pipelines for the matrix–matrix multiplication benchmark. Each

experimental configuration .G; P / utilizes G GPU and P PGAS pipelines.

4.3. CCSD(T) application

We evaluated the work-stealing schemes using the CCSD(T) computation with four spatial blocks
for the occupied orbitals ([16,5,16,5]) and virtual orbitals ([40,11,40,11]). The computation involves
a sequence of block-sparse tensor contractions of different dimensionality, resulting in task mixes
with significant variability across the tasks in terms of number of arithmetic operations. As with the
matrix–matrix multiplication microbenchmark, the tasks with a smaller operation count are faster
to execute on the CPU, whereas the heavier tasks are faster on the GPU. The distribution of tasks as
a function of the execution time ratio on CPU versus GPU is shown in Figure 10. A ratio less than
one indicates that the task is faster if executed on the host rather than on the attached GPU. One
can see that a majority of the tasks perform better on the GPU. However, not all of these tasks are
available at the same time. Each tensor contraction equation has a different set of tasks, and there are
dependences between the equations. The overall execution thus involves a sequence of phases, with
a set of independent contraction tasks to be executed in each phase and a barrier synchronization
between the phases.

In the previous subsection, we presented experimental results assessing different queuing strate-
gies under different initial distribution scenarios for the tasks. We report performance only for the
best two work-stealing strategies: double-ended queue and single-ended-GPU-steal. Because the
initial distribution of tasks in the queues does have an impact on performance, we consider several
alternatives for the initial placement.

Affinity-based distribution. Locality-aware load balancing can help by hiding the communication
overhead of accessing data from remote memory. In Scioto-ACC, each task provides an input inter-
face and output interface. The data space is distributed over the nodes by using GA, which provides
an interface to query where a particular block of data is physically located.

For collocation of tasks with their data, each task is initially placed in the queue of a process at
the node where its output data is located. It is in general infeasible to ensure that both the input
operands and the output are located on the same physical node; we prioritize data locality for the
output because its update requires locking and synchronization.
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Figure 10. Histogram showing the distribution of the ratio of execution times for each time on the CPU over
that on the graphics processing unit (GPU).

Heuristics-based distribution. Multiprocessor scheduling is an NP-hard problem. An often-used
heuristic is to sort tasks based on their execution time and to assign tasks in decreasing order of exe-
cution time to the processor with the minimal total load so far. This is a .4=3�1=3m/ approximation
algorithm, where m is the number of processors [47].

For Scioto-ACC, we need to schedule tasks on a heterogeneous system. Tasks are sorted based on
the ratio of CPU time and GPU time and assigned by using the above heuristic, where each task is
assigned to a node based on estimated finish time. If the ratio is more than one, the estimated time
on GPU is considered. On the other hand, if the ratio is less than or equal to one, we distribute using
the CPU finish time.

Optimal distribution based on execution time. We also generated an optimally load-balanced dis-
tribution of the tasks among the nodes by implementing a 0/1 integer program for the task mix.
Although this is expensive and does not represent a practical online mapping strategy, it is useful
in assessing how close to this we can get using heuristics. We note that while this optimal map-
ping finds the most load-balanced possible initial mapping, it does not guarantee the best finish
time, because of inaccuracies in task execution time prediction and the fact that the overheads of
work stealing are not modeled. However, we can expect to get a good initial task distribution. The
objective function and the constraints for the integer linear programming are given below.

Following is the objective function of the formulation:

min

"
maxk

 X
i
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ikGi ;

X
i

W 2
ikCi
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k

W 1
ik C

X
k

W 2
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For each task i , 0/1 variables W 1
ik

and W 2
ik

respectively denote whether the task is assigned to
execute on the CPU of node k or the GPU of node k. The constraint ensures that each task is
assigned a unique execution site. The objective function to be minimized is the maximum over all
nodes, of the maximum accumulated time for the CPU and the GPU at that node. The assumption
of this model is that each node has one CPU with an additional GPU.

Figure 11 shows the speedup of different strategies over the runtime of CPU after running
CCSD.T /. We have used the single-queue, GPU-ended steal algorithm for this experiment. The
CPU version executes on all cores.

It uses multithreaded DGEMM for the tensor contraction. We increased the number of nodes from
1 to 32. First, the red bar shows the timing for CPU all cores. But here we have used N processes
for N core. The GPU-only bar shows the same tensor contraction code converted to run only on
the GPU. In this case, the runtime for the CPU and GPU is almost, but not fully, equal. For one
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Figure 11. Execution time of CCSD(T) on Scioto-ACC using single-queue, graphics processing unit (GPU)-
ended steal.

Figure 12. Execution time of CCSD(T) on Scioto-ACC using single-Queue, double-ended steal.

node, the other four schemes provide around 2� speedup. As task distribution has no effect, the total
time for all these schemes is similar. For multiple nodes, however, we can see different results for
different distributions. In the hybrid scheme, tasks are block distributed, and we obtained less than
2:5� speedup. For eight nodes, the Integer Linear Programming-based task distribution provides the
best result. But for 32 nodes, we can see that the heuristic based on the task execution time provides
the best performance. This can be explained by the work-stealing algorithm. Work stealing migrates
tasks to different memory domains when a process is idle. Then, the initial distribution is no longer
valid for some processes.

Figure 12 has the timing for CCSD.T /. But this uses a single-queue, double-ended steal. The
trend of this graph matches our microbenchmark results. In some cases the single-queue, GPU-
ended steal shows comparable performance with the single-queue, double-ended steal algorithm.
However, the single-queue, GPU-ended steal is slightly better in most of the cases.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented the first step toward building a task parallel system that effectively utilizes
both CPU and GPU resources. While we have tackled the immediate problems of constructing such
a system, many additional challenges and opportunities abound.

5.1. Optimizing task queue structures

In the original Scioto implementation [11], the task queue is split into local and shared portions in
order to reduce synchronization overheads incurred by the local process. However, in that work,
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Scioto did not discriminate between tasks. In this work, we differentiate tasks based on an estimate
of their execution time on the CPU and the GPU. A split queue can only support steal operations
from the tail of the shared portion, which limits the type of tasks that can be stolen. Using a single,
unified queue that supports stealing at both ends incurs higher locking overheads, but allows a thief
to steal both CPU and GPU tasks, based on the availability of their resources.

Alternative approaches to balancing local overhead, communication cost, and load balance are
a good topic for future work. For example, separate split queues can be used for storing CPU and
GPU tasks. This reduces local synchronization overheads but increases the communication cost
of steal operations. The relative availability of CPU and GPU resources is an additional factor to
be considered. We evaluated our approach on a system with 32 nodes, each containing one GPU.
For systems where the ratio of CPUs to GPUs differs, extensions and alternative approaches may
be needed.

5.2. To steal or not to steal

In this work, we assume that any GPU task can be executed on the CPU, albeit with some oppor-
tunity cost in terms of lost performance benefits. We show the impact of executing matrix–matrix
multiplication tasks, a key kernel in many applications, of different sizes in Figure 7. For this
workload, the CPU provides better performance for small matrix dimensions, while the GPU pro-
vides significant speedups for large matrices. Given the significant performance gap between GPU
and CPU for large matrices, attempting to steal additional CPU tasks may be a better use of CPU
resources. The availability of such tasks is workload dependent, and additional mechanisms for
detecting the characteristics of the workload and to allow users to provide hints may play a role in
optimizing heuristics for when to steal and when to execute GPU tasks on the CPU.

5.3. Task execution cost modeling

We utilize a simple cost model that classifies tasks based on their anticipated execution time on
the CPU versus on the GPU. While it is simple, our model is effective because it relies on rel-
ative, rather than absolute, performance characterization between the CPU and GPU and utilizes
work stealing to resolve load imbalance. However, additional work to investigate more detailed cost
models is warranted, in order to include factors such as the cost to move data versus the cost to move
a task.

While classifying matrix–matrix multiplication tasks is relatively easy (based on the dimensions
of the input matrices), this classification is more complex for many applications and may result
in imprecise execution time estimates. In this work, we rely on dynamic load balancing to resolve
inaccuracies in the cost model. However, additional approaches to cost modeling might be needed
to tackle the broad space of application behaviors.

5.4. Management of CPU and graphics processing unit resources

Modern CPU and GPU processors contain many cores, and managing the assignment of cores to
tasks is a complex problem. The optimal task scheduling problem is known to be NP-complete.
We have therefore chosen a simpler model that is effective for a broad range of applications, while
incurring low task scheduling overheads. In this model, all CPU tasks are assigned a fixed number
of cores, which can be selected at the start of each parallel region, and a fixed number of tasks are
dispatched to the GPU at any given time. Parallel efficiency can be improved by allowing individual
tasks to specify varying resource requirements. Utilizing such information to optimize resource
utilization is a challenging problem that needs further exploration.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a compact approach for using accelerators in a task-parallel programming model con-
text. Scioto provides a simple way to perform task-parallel programming. We extended this model
for heterogeneous systems. A new work-stealing mechanism was proposed in which the queue
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can contain tasks that can execute on either the CPU or GPU. Many variations of work-stealing
algorithms were implemented in the context of GPU-based systems. We also implemented a pipelin-
ing mechanism for the GPU and partitioned global address space. Three strategies are presented
to handle task distribution in the system. Blocked distribution and affinity-based distribution are
evaluated in our library. A heuristic was proposed and evaluated for task scheduling in distributed
heterogeneous systems.

We evaluated the Scioto-ACC library using a massively parallel tensor contraction kernel that
demonstrates more than 2:5� speedup compared with a CPU kernel that uses all cores. In future
work, we will automate the distribution of tasks. We also want to provide a generalized solution by
using OpenCL.
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